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a.s.r. at a glance
Business mix by GWP
(EUR billion)

#3
Founded in
1720; deeply
rooted in Dutch
society

value over volume
key strategic
principle

Leading market
positions and
strong #3
overall

3,500
Employees(fte)

36%

Multi-brand
and multichannel
distribution;
focus on
intermediaries

organic & inorganic
growth to enhance
capital generation

€4,0 bn
2017

Non-life
Life

2008
nationalized; no state
aid received

64%

+40
Net Promotor Score

2016

2017

successful IPO

Privatization
completed
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Strategy to create value for customer and shareholder
Meeting customers’ needs
Stable cash flows and value
generating businesses
Excellence in pricing,
underwriting and claims
handling

Our principles drive value in our
business portfolio

Robust and predictable back
books

Cost effectiveness
Business enhancement
opportunities
Solid financial framework
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Optimal and balanced business mix
High

Long term growth aprospects

Stable cash flows and value
generating businesses

Disability

Funeral

P&C

Business enhancement
opportunities
Pension DC,
IORP, APF
Distribution
& services

Robust and predictable
back books

Life individual

Health

a.s.r. bank

Fiduciary & 3rd party
asset management

Divestments

Pension DB

SOS
international

Real estate
development

Low
High

Current profit contribution

Low
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Generating attractive capital returns to shareholders
Dividends
• Ambition to offer a growing dividend per share
• Payout 45-55% of net operating result after cost of
hybrids
• Interim dividend introduced in 2018, 40% of prior year’s
dividend

Dividend per share
(EUR)

1,63
0,93

1,13

1,27

+28.3%
0,65

Other distributions
• A total of 9 million own shares were purchased for an
amount of € 255m to support the sell-down of the Dutch
government
• Since IPO in June 2016, € 764m of capital has been
returned to shareholders

Interim
Dividend
2014*

2015*

2016**

2017**

2018**

Capital return to shareholders
(EUR million)

92
255
99
* Number of shares restated for 2014 & 2015 to 150 million shares
** Number of shares for 2016 is 147 million shares. Number of shares for 2017 is 141 million shares.
Treasury shares are not eligible for dividend

2014

139

2015

Interim
Dividend

170

2016

178

230

2017

2018
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Solvency ratio movement in H1 2018
OCC: 5% / € 179m
196%

-9%

187%

3%

3%

-1%

4%

197%

-3%

194%

• Impact of the acquisition of GNL represents the
adjustment after legal merger and includes among
other things the acquisition price and capital
synergies

60

EOF
118

-46

7,026
-53

121

6,947

6,935
-92

6,826

SCR

227

3,706

0
-24

3,574

FY 2017

0

3,574

Interim
dividend

H1 2018
after
dividend

-108

acquisition
GNL

FY 2017
incl. GNL

Operational
capital
generation

Release
of capital

• Solvency II-ratio slightly up to 197% pre-dividend
and 194% after interim dividend
• Main factors impacting the SII ratio include the
acquisition of GNL, lowering of the UFR to 4.05%,
widening of credit spreads, negative impact from
interest rates as well as model and assumption
changes

0

3,479

• Strong organic capital creation of 5%-pts SII (€
179m), which absorbed the January storm. GNL
contributed € 7m to organic capital creation

Technical
Market & H1 2018 pre
movements operational
dividend
developments

• These effects were more than compensated by the
organic capital creation, widening of the VA, spread
tightening on sovereign bonds and a decrease in
interest rate risk due to hedging
• Interim dividend of € 92m represents 3%-pts of SII
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Strong balance sheet with ample financial flexibility
Solvency II composition
(in %-pts)
194%
29%
14%

151%

845

749

6,935

40% leverage
to maintain A
rating

Financial leverage
(in %)
25.3%

25.4%

1,541
Hybrids

5,394

H1 2018

S&P leverage
(in %)

Tier 3
Tier 2
Restricted tier 1
Unrestricted tier 1

Financial flexibility
(EUR million)

EOF

Unrestricted T1

T1 Headroom

T2+3 Headroom

Debt maturity profile
(EUR million)
Potential call
prefinanced

FY 2017

H1 2018

Interest coverage ratio
(IFRS, multiple)
500

16

500

12
300

19%
200

FY 2017

2019

2024

2025

2027

FY 2017

H1 2018
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Robust Solvency II and benign risk profile
10

11

10
5

0

194%

3

2
-1

-1

-2
-4
-6

Optimal range
-11

-9

-10

-5
-8

-8

-10

-10
-13

>160%: entrepreneurial level

VA -10 bps

Sovereign
Corporate credit Interest +100 bps Interest -100 bps Equities -20% Real Estate -10%
spread +50 bps spread +75bps

>140% cash dividend
payment level
Total impact expressed as % group solvency ratio

120% a.s.r.’s risk appetite

Impact on required capital expressed as % SCR ratio
Impact on EOF expressed as % SCR ratio

100% SCR
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Strong 1H18 – delivering on ambitious targets
Solvency II
(SF)

Financial flexibility
(EUR million)

Financial leverage
(in %)

194%*

14.7%

Single A

>160%
medium-term target

Up to 12%
medium-term target

Single A
medium-term target

Combined ratio Non-life

Operating expenses
(EUR million)

Financial leverage

97.1%

299

25.4%

<97%
medium-term target

absorbing cost base of acquisitions;
on track for medium-term target of
€ 50m reduction

<30%
medium-term target

* Excluding a.s.r. Bank and after proposed interim dividend
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Q&A
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Disclaimer
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements
The terms of this disclaimer ('Disclaimer') apply to this document of ASR Nederland N.V. and all
ASR Nederland N.V.’s legal vehicles and businesses ('ASR Nederland'). Please read this
Disclaimer carefully.
Some of the statements in this document are not (historical) facts, but are ‘forward-looking
statements’ ('Statements'). The Statements are based on our beliefs, assumptions and
expectations of future performance, taking into account information that was available to ASR
Nederland at the moment of drafting of the document. The Statements may be identified by
words such as ‘expect’, ‘should’, ‘could’, ‘shall’ and similar expressions. The Statements may
change as a result of possible events or factors.
ASR Nederland warns that the Statements could entail certain risks and uncertainties, so that
the actual results, business, financial condition, results of operations, liquidity, investments,
share price and prospects of ASR Nederland may differ materially from the Statements.
The actual results of ASR Nederland may differ from the Statements because of: (1) changes in
general economic conditions; (2) changes in the conditions in the markets in which ASR
Nederland is engaged; (3) changes in the performance of financial markets in general; (4)
changes in the sales of insurance and/or other financial products; (5) the behaviour of
customers, suppliers, investors, shareholders or competitors; (6) changes in the relationships
with principal intermediaries or partnerships or termination of relationships with principal
intermediaries or partnerships; (7) the unavailability and/or unaffordability of reinsurance; (8)
deteriorations in the financial soundness of customers, suppliers or financial institutions,
countries/states and/or other counterparties; (9) technological developments; (10) changes in
the implementation or execution of ICT systems or outsourcing; (11) changes in the availability
of, or costs associated with, sources of liquidity; (12) consequences of a potential (partial)
termination of the European currency: the euro or the European Union; (13) changes in the
frequency or severity of insured loss events; (14) catastrophes or terrorist-related events; (15)
changes affecting mortality or morbidity levels or trends or changes in longevity; (16) changes in

laws or regulations and/or changes in the interpretation thereof, including without limitation
Solvency II, IFRS and taxes; (17) changes in the policies of governments and/or regulatory or
supervisory authorities; (18) changes in ownership that could affect the future availability of net
operating loss, net capital or built-in loss; (19) changes in conclusions with regard to accounting
assumptions or methodologies; (20) adverse developments in legal and other proceedings
and/or investigations or sanctions taken by supervisory authorities; (21) risks related to mergers,
acquisitions, or divestments (22) other financial risks such as currency movements, interest rate
fluctuations, liquidity, or credit risks and (23) the other risks and uncertainties detailed in the
Risk Factors section contained in recent public disclosures made by ASR Nederland.
The foregoing list of factors and developments is not exhaustive. Any Statements made by or on
behalf of ASR Nederland only refer to the date of drafting of the document, except as required
by applicable law. ASR Nederland disclaims any obligation to update or revise and publish any
expectations, based on new information or otherwise. Neither ASR Nederland nor any of its
directors, officers, employees give any statement, warranty or prediction on the anticipated
results as included in the document. The Statements in this document represent, in each case,
only one of multiple possible scenarios and should not be viewed as the most likely or standard
scenario.
All figures in this document are unaudited. Small differences may be included in the tables as a
consequence of rounding.
ASR Nederland has taken all reasonable care in the reliability and accurateness of this
document. Nevertheless, information contained in this document may be incomplete or
incorrect. ASR Nederland does not accept liability for any damages resulting from this document
in case the information in this document is incorrect or incomplete.
This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any
securities.
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IR contact details

Email: ir@asr.nl
Tel: +31 30 257 8600

Michel Hülters, Barth Scholten & Vincent Uriot
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